Week of: Sept. 23-27, 2019

Parent’s Initials: _________

Classroom News
—Ms. Crabtree’s Class—
Spelling Words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

aid
pay
chain
mail
tray
paint
maybe
plain
lay
main
always
pail
laid
away
paid

Problem of the Day
(POD):

3x7=21
21/3=7
3x8=24
24/3=8

7x3=21
21/7=3
8x3=24
24/8=3

Multiplication for the
Week: 3’s
Figurative Language:
Attached to the back of this sheet.
** Make sure to practice these at
home! They will be difficult if you
don’t.

Test Dates:
Friday (9/27)— Spelling Test, Vocabulary Test, POD
Test, Multiplication Test (3’s)
Weekly Objectives:
Reading: asking/Answering Questions, Central
Message, and Novel Study: Because of Winn Dixie
(Chapters 25-27)
Math: Estimation, Time to the Nearest minute, Elapsed
Time
Grammar: Types of Sentences, Common/Proper
Nouns
History/Science:

Important Dates:
Picture money due October 1st.
Cookie dough fundraiser ends
October 2nd.

Vocabulary Words:
duck- to bend down quickly and get out of the way
speeding- going very fast, many times going to
fast
active- to be moving around all the time
imagine- to let your brain think about all the things
that could happen
process- a system for understanding information
detect- to see or notice
analyze- to think very deeply about one topic
complex- not simple, having lots of different parts
alert- to be very aware of what is going on around
you, paying attention
radiant- extremely bright, almost glowing
responsible- to be in charge, to handle certain things
memories- events from our lives that we store in
our brains
often- to happen many, many times
allows- to give permission, you can do something

Sight Words:
List 4 on sight word sheet on
the back of the orange folder.

Figurative Language
Idiom: a form of expression that is particular to a
certain person or a group of people.
Ex: That’s the best thing since sliced bread! (That’s a great idea or
plan)
Ex: Don’t bite off more than you can chew! (Don’t take on a task
that is too big.)

Hyperbole: an outrageous exaggeration that
emphasizes a point.
Ex: This is the worst day of my life!
Ex: This bag weighs a ton!

Personification: gives human qualities to objects,
animals, and ideas.
Ex: The sky was full of dancing stars.
Ex: The sun played hide and seek with the clouds.

Symbolism: occurs when a word has its own
meaning but it used to represent something different
Ex: American flag—represents patriotism
owl—represents wisdom
dove—represents peace

